Abstract. -Paraguayan resistance against Brazil, Argentina, and Uruguay during the 1864-1870 Paraguayan War was bolstered by efforts that appealed to the patriotism of Guaraní-speaking soldiers and citizens. This required a new textual approach that expressed itself in journalism devoted to the common man. The articles, woodcut images, and folkloric propaganda of the Paraguayan newspapers during these years constitute an unusual and perhaps unique chapter in the evolution of a specifically Latin American form of nationalism -a nationalism that was all the more tragic for being stillborn.
It is perhaps a cliché that armed conflict with an external enemy supplies the internal cohesion from which nationalism is constructed. The history of Vietnam, Poland, and Pakistan provides numerous illustrative examples. Rarely, however, do we see this proposition so strongly tested as it was in Paraguay during the Triple Alliance War of 1864-1870. Today, if we consider Paraguay at all, we think of it as a South American backwater, the least known member of the MERCOSUR free trade association and so perennially weak that it often has to depend for its survival on the economic good-will of its neighbors. But the current situation contrasts decidedly with the 1860s, when Paraguay did everything possible to repel the armies of Argentina, Uruguay, and Brazil.
The Paraguayans kept up their struggle for over five years during which their resistance took many forms. The most obvious manifestations occurred in the military sphere with men (and some women) dying in unprecedented numbers. War, however, is not just a matter of aiming a musket at the enemy and squeezing the trigger. It also involves commitment, or, in this case, sharpening a previously understated nationalism into an effective weapon. This task was essential, for in order to fight in a determined and concerted fashion, the Paraguayan people needed to believe in a common destiny. In Imagined Communities, Benedict Anderson mistakenly observed that eighteenth-century Jesuit policies of using the Guaraní tongue "made it possible for a radically non-Spanish 'native' language to become a national language [...] ."
1 In fact, Guaraní, though it was spoken by the majority of Paraguay's people, only took on the character of a "national" language during the Triple Alliance War, for it was only then that the nation-state really courted the common man. 2 As the following examination of Paraguay's wartime press demonstrates, even the marginally literate will respond to the "national" cause so long as the patriotic appeal is couched in proper terms.
The Paraguayan state structure that had emerged in the 1840s with Carlos Antonio López resembled many other Latin American regimes of the time in that it sought to "Europeanize" the country. In this case, the process involved not only building railroads and telegraphs and designing systems of law and public education, it also meant pushing aside the use of Guaraní for all -or nearly all -formal occasions. Before his death in 1862, President López even sought to suppress the use of Guaraní surnames, obligating all citizens to adopt Spanish surnames as a mark of modernization. 3 This commitment to changing the country along European lines had to take a detour during the Triple Alliance War when the state tried to cultivate a sense of national identity that was emphatically rural, popular, and at least nominally indigenous. It specifically and unambiguously promoted certain folk values and the use of Guaraní, taking steps in this respect that were 1 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities (London/New York 2006), p. 197. 2 Ironically, Joseph Stalin comes closest to a working definition of nation, which he describes as a "historically constituted, stable community of people, formed on the basis of a common language, territory, economic life, and psychological make-up manifested in a common culture." See "Marxism and the National Question", in Bruce Franklin (ed.), The Essential Stalin: Major Theoretical Writings, 1905 -1952 (London 1973 , p. 54-84, here: p. 60. Whether the bilingual Paraguay would fit this definition is questionable, though there seems to be no doubt that Paraguayans, even in colonial times, considered themselves part of a common community. 3 An examination of the Sección Historia of the Archivo Nacional de la Asunción failed to reveal a specific decree that obligated this change, though scholars have frequently made reference to the President's policy on this point. Bartolomeu Meliá, the noted Paraguayan historian and scholar of Guaraní, remarked to the author in Asunción in October 2010 that the Europeanization of surnames was understood by the country people as a necessary step though the government never actually decreed it. Either way, the order never took hold universally if we are to judge by the Guaraní surnames encountered in the town of Yaguarón at the time of the 1870-71 census. See Censo de 1870-71. Archivo del Ministerio de Defensa Nacional (with a separate copy in the Rutherford B. Hayes Collection of the Library of the Centro Cultural Paraguayo-Americano in Asunción).
nearly the opposite of the previous policy. This effort, which is best illustrated in the wartime journalism, played up the distinctiveness of the Paraguayan people while stressing the racial threat represented by the Brazilian enemy (whose army was composed mostly of Black draftees). It represented an intriguing intersection of heritage, class, and ideology, which, although it was not destined to last, still motivated many people in the crucible of hard fighting.
The origins and early gestation of the Triple Alliance War have been extensively discussed in the scholarly literature. 4 After an early phase of offensive operations in which the Paraguayans first invaded Brazil's Mato Grosso province and then the Argentine Northeast, the conflict bogged down in a long war of attrition. For three years, Paraguay's army held out at the little fortress of Humaitá in the extreme south of the country. Carlos Antonio López had died in 1862, but his son, Marshal Francisco Solano López, had inherited the sum of all political power in the country. As both dictator and chief instigator of the war, the younger López refused to yield even as his forces dwindled before his eyes. Though he eventually abandoned Humaitá, the war only ended with his own death at the hands of Brazilian cavalrymen in March 1870.
The war was brutal in every way. The sacrifices involved proved terrible, and though the four main countries that today make up MERCOSUR all suffered, Paraguay suffered most. Its economy was ruined and the national population of 450,000 fell by over 60 percent. 5 In considering Latin America as a whole, the conflict proved to be one of the great historical catastrophes of the nineteenth century. 
The Changing Role of the Press in Paraguay
Journalism played a vital role in nation-building during the war. At the beginning, when strategies and even basic facts remained uncertain, the newspapers in the various belligerent countries explored the causes and conduct of the war with much deliberation. Sometimes they reiterated propaganda or reported events or military decisions in an entirely uncritical way. Such was not always the case, however, and opposition newspapers in Argentina and Brazil never shied away from copy that denounced their government's attitudes and intentions. 6 The literate public might sample myriad interpretations every day, and there was no shortage of readers lining up for news.
In Paraguay, by contrast, the government tolerated no opposition. Just as state officials organized the economy so that it sustained the war effort, so, too, did they coordinate the press to serve Marshal Lόpez.
7 Between 1864 and 1866, it extolled his virtues as absolute leader of the country, praising his army for a series of improbable victories, and cheering the heroism and nobility of the Paraguayan people. By 1867, however, the tide of war turned decisively against López and his people. The country was cut off from the outside by sizable Allied armies that sought to slowly strangle Paraguay in a cruel attrition.
Under such circumstances, the press needed a new approach that appealed more obviously to the lower classes and would re-evaluate their stake in the national struggle. In late August, El Centinela, which identified itself as a "serio-jocular" publication, published a short but revealing description of the four newspapers then in circulation in the country. It treated them as living individuals and exultant members of a greater community of Paraguayans that had specific roles to fulfill: "El Semanario -this veteran patriot is the focus of enthusiasm. Grave and scowling, he can inspire our love of country with his unending message of union, liberty, obedience, and bravery [...] Like all other veterans, he is our Dean and protagonist in the great crusade of the press. El Cabichuí, with his caricatures beautiful and clever, he knows how to take care of his own [...] [yet] most of all, he pursues the darkies to pelt them with insults. Jokes and satire he commands with skill and grace and [...] the people read him with eagerness and delight. El Cacique Lambaré -is the father of the Paraguayans. His tenderness and concern for the working class are never absent. He speaks in Guaraní, the language of the heart, and knows how to inflame [our] patriotism, evoking the glories of our grand-fathers and displaying the valor and steadiness that characterizes his indomitable race. El Centinela -is the great and fervid recruit, who knows how to fire on the enemy and never surrender." 8 These descriptions exemplify the standard Paraguayan definition of patriotism: the nation -the retã -comes first. It is composed of the common men who speak the national language, Guaraní, and who have inherited an invincible spirit from their forefathers, both Spaniard and Indian. Marshal López is nowhere mentioned in this evocation, nor does he need to be. The argument, after all, appeals not to a political conscience or a popular rationality but directly to emotion. The Paraguayans saw the conflict as a Brazilian war -on them. Protecting the fatherland remained their foremost consideration. The emotion came first, the brain second.
As suggested in the above quote, El Semanario de Avisos y Conocimientos Útiles was the most venerable and hitherto the most conventional Paraguayan newspaper in orientation and style. Established by Carlos Antonio López in the mid-1850s, it was composed entirely in Spanish and issued weekly in a format of six-to-twelve pages, normally appearing on Saturdays. An elite publication that cost a relatively steep four reales, it had always found its most avid readers among the resident foreigners and lettered inhabitants of the capital city. El Semanario made little effort to attract the sympathy or even the interest of country people, most of whom could barely sign their names. The copies that the government occasionally distributed in the interior districts came with clear instructions that the newspaper was to be read publicly, repackaged, and returned to the capital. The isolated circumstances of Paraguay could easily have produced a newspaper with primitive standards. Yet the Semanario exhibited a surprising degree of sophistication and analysis. Before the war, it regularly featured detailed articles on trade, political doctrine, current events, foreign policy concerns, and advances in science and literature, with a maturity comparable to that of newspapers in Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro, and Santiago de Chile. As the newspaper of record, El Semanario published state decrees and miscellaneous communications from Marshal López and his ministers. On occasion, it also reprinted articles from foreign newspapers with full attribution, but never omitted carefully-crafted rejoinders and commentary.
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El Semanario rarely identified its authors by name, but it is not difficult to understand these writers as a group. Like many of their Brazilian and Argentine counterparts, these Paraguayans looked at the world as an engineer does -all straight lines, sharp colors, colossal potentialities in marble and steel. In building the future, they saw themselves as having a crucial role, as mature, progressive men trying to coax the Paraguayan people out of their backwardness.
11 They in no way saw themselves as "common". Quite the contrary, they regarded themselves as the heralds of a new national order that might lift the average Paraguayan out of his rusticity.
Such a self-appraisal tells only part of the story, of course. The articles and editorials in El Semanario looked modern to the Asuncenos because they had supplanted the traditional Church-defined emphases with a supposedly scientific orientation. The older point of reference, which to Paraguayans seemed reminiscent of colonial thinking, was scholastic, venerable, rigid, and somewhat lifeless. But were these new proponents of a Europeanstyle Enlightenment really better fit to sculpt a nation out of the Paraguayan mud? Could they really appeal to the average person in some convincing way?
12 Could they provide an irrefutable defense of the cause to counter that of the Triple Alliance and bring cohesion on the Paraguayan side?
The Case of Natalicio Talavera One way to answer these questions is to consider the career of Natalicio Talavera, a writer whom El Semanario did identify explicitly as one of its own. Literary historians in Paraguay have long recognized Talavera as the country's first poet. 13 A close associate of the better-known Juan Crisóstomo Centurión, he worked in late 1850s with Ildefonso Bermejo, a Spanish-born dramatist and writer whom the Carlos Antonio López government had hired to edit the state gazette. Bermejo later broke sharply with his patron, but while he was still in the government's good graces, he organized a small institute of higher learning in Asunción, where the young Talavera took courses in grammar, geography, history, literature, French, civil law, and even cosmology.
14 Talavera symbolized a new generation anxious to comprehend the outside world. When he completed his schooling in 1860, he joined his mentor and classmates in establishing La Aurora, Paraguay's first "popular monthly encyclopedia of sciences, arts and literature". This curious publication had a format and content similar to that of European journals of the same era and displayed only occasional hints of a Paraguayan origin. 15 It only lasted for twelve numbers, but that was enough to give Talavera some practical experience with editing. When Bermejo departed in 1862, his Paraguayan apprentice took over many of the government's efforts in that critical realm.
Talavera was twenty-five years old when the Triple Alliance War began and could already count himself an experienced journalist with El Semanario. He appears to have felt hesitant about his country's prospects once the enemy had driven the Marshal's army out of northern Argentina, but like most young men at the time, he never permitted these doubts to obscure his sense of duty. Paraguayan troops fought their battles with musket and bayonet. Talavera fought with the pen.
Modern scholars have paid tribute to his poetic skill in such compositions as "Reflecciones de un centinela en la víspera del combate", and the humorous "La botella y la mujer". 16 His contemporaries, however, admired Talavera mainly for his dispatches from the front. As a war correspondent, he 13 José Rodríguez-Alcalá, Antología paraguaya (Asunción 1911), p. 1-3; Amaral, Escritos paraguayos (note 11), II, p. 101-109.
14 Ildefonso Bermejo, Vida paraguaya en tiempos del viejo López (Buenos Aires 1973), p. 177f., and passim.
15 La Aurora (Asunción), 1861-1862. 16 "Reflecciones de un centinela en la vispera del combate" was first published in the 30 May 1867 issue of El Centinela (Asunción) and "La botella y la mujer" first appeared as a posthumous publication in Cabichuí (San Fernando), 6 July 1868. Talavera also wrote a proved to be the kind of eyewitness observer whose detailed recounting of combat earned him accolades in every quarter. 17 His weekly letters from the Paraguayan fortress at Humaitá were eagerly read and discussed in Asunción and in the trenches. In each letter, a tone of even-handedness and sympathy for the average recruit always suffused the depiction of battle.
18 Talavera sometimes paid tribute to the enemy's courage. Nor was he particularly awed by authority, even in a country where authoritarianism dominated politics.
Talavera directed his work in El Semanario to an elite readership in Asunción. He made a stab at objectivity not simply because he found it natural to do so, but because his readers would have scoffed at a simplistic call to arms or a scornful mocking of the Brazilians, who in the streets and grog-houses were usually called "darkies" (kambáes). The war required a cogent justification, and the poet's propaganda was no less viable for being urbane. From the beginning, Talavera and his fellow writers stressed that the republican order under which they had prospered deserved support as part of a broader Americanist cause. 19 Exactly the opposite was true, they argued, of the slavocrat regime in Brazil and the "perfidious" oligarchy in Buenos Aires. Soldiers at the front understood their obligations, and so should their relatives at home. The argument turned on its head the familiar civilization versus savagery thesis of Domingo Faustino Sarmiento. Talavera and the others consistently echoed the official policy. Though Marshal López was never a democrat, still he showed sensitivity to what passed for public opinion in the capital. He seemed anxious, especially in the period before 1866, that the men and women with whom he came into contact might see the war his way. The conflict was not just the Brazilian Emperor's personal vendetta. It was also a plot to dismember the Paraguayan nation and annihilate its people. Talavera never disputed the same interpretation. Like all the writers working for the state, he was determined to give the struggle its most effective rhetorical shield, and the more persuasive he made his message, the better the people could resist the Allies.
As time went by, the subtleties that had characterized the Spanish-language press in Paraguay gave way to a more aggressive, intolerant stance. Many of the old elite readers had died in the conflict, and El Semanario made fewer concessions to their way of describing or interpreting the war. Even Talavera abandoned the old vocabulary of reasoned persuasion, and in his hands, the enemy ceased by degrees to have any human side. The Marshal, who was already the object of state-sponsored adulation, became gradually transformed into the embodiment of the cause, a near-deity incapable of error or caprice. As the enemy sank to the status of a savage, López rose to that of a god.
A Language of the Soil
Those who might once have dismissed such windy evocations as primitive, unctuous, or destitute of subtlety, found it prudent to adopt a tone of elaborated nationalism and race-hatred. 21 What was written in Spanish soon began to converge with what was spoken in Guaraní. 22 And the latter is an earthy language that reserves its ambiguities for things other than war-making. Take, for example, the question of colors. The literate Spanish-speakers 21 The personality cult that developed around Francisco Solano López served a dual purpose. On the one hand, it aimed to reinforce loyalty for the Marshal among the Paraguayan masses, uniting them in a common faith, with the nation and the man linked into a single, quasi-religious entity. But its other purpose was to offer the people an ideal of humanity to emulate as well as revere. López, the "man on horseback", was constantly driving the Brazilian hordes backward in a show of courage that the historical López never displayed. See Harris Gaylord Warren, "The Paraguayan Image of the War of the Triple Alliance": The Americas 13 (Washington 1962), p. 3-20, here: p. 14-16. 22 Guaraní had a rather erratic evolution from an exclusively spoken language, first to a written one with an ecclesiastical orientation, and ultimately to a popular written vernacular during the war. See Delicia Villagra-Batoux, El guaraní paraguayo. De la oralidad a la lingua literaria (Asunción 2002).
of Asunción produced a complex terminology of color supposedly left over from the time of the troubadours and in which each color (or tincture) held heraldic, moral, and even magical meanings that often contradicted each other. In practice, this meant that Spanish speakers in Paraguay named colors by reference to shadings -light blue, dark brown.
The Guaraní-speaking peasants, by contrast, were characteristically straightforward: pytá meant red, both the bright plumage of certain parrots as well as the clay-colored earth. The blue of the sky and the green of the trees they conflated into the single word jhoby. And yet the peasants had their own variation of the baroque, with ample allusions to the natural environment that yielded metaphorical terms for color that included "bitter orange," "cotton," and "guava flower."
23 While sensitive to the rhythm and the onomatopoeia of their tongue, they tended to spurn abstractions, and generally avoided allusions to themselves except when speaking of tangible possessions -horses, children, and lovers. 24 The Paraguayan peasants saw their language as fundamentally designed for speaking and that of the Spanish gentlemen -the karaíes -as better reserved for formal expression. They tended to elevate the written word into something alien, almost otherworldly, as if the letters that made it up were part of a sorcerer's incantation. The very term for newspaperkuatiáñe'é, or "talking paper," confounded nature by filling an inanimate substance with the attributes of a living person. Thus did the periodical stand in for the parish priest delivering a homily of truth and omnipotence. And, in this case, that truth glorified the state, Marshal López, and the retã.
El Semanario had no editorial independence, and the weaker that López's army became, the less patience he had for the tiny measure of political abstraction that Talavera and the others had championed. An arguably constitutional head-of-state, like Argentine president Bartolomé Mitre, 23 In the Paris Exposition of 1889 the Paraguayan government won medals for its display of vegetable dyes, all of which offered precise synonyms for color: arachichú, coconut, timbó, yvopé, murecí, urundey-mí, and tuvichá morotí -all of which indicated different shadings of "dark" or black; Yuquery pejhy for violet; ca'a chiráand ñandypá and ca'a juhu guasú for blue; ca'a jhoby for green; urucú for red, etc. See Luis Verón, Pequeña encyclopedia de historias minúsculas del Paraguay (Asunción 1993), p. 80.
24 Donald F. Fogelquist, "The Bilingualism of Paraguay": Hispania 33 (Worcester 1950), p. 23-27. In an earlier examination, Moises S. Bertoni disputed the contention that Guaraní eschews the abstract, noting that the language is quite rich in this sense. See La lengua guaraní (Asunción 1940); in response, one can argue that though natural abstractions like love (mborayhú) or anguish (jepy'apy) are abundant enough, political terms invariably draw from Spanish loanwords or else were invented out of whole cloth by the modern Guaraní Academy (e.g. porokua pave rekó for representative democracy).
could weather low esteem because his regime allowed for options other than victory or defeat. An autocrat like López, on the other hand, suppressed any show of contrary opinion. With disease and malnutrition on the rise in the countryside, and no real progress at the front, he could never know if thoughts of assassination or betrayal might lurk behind the strained enthusiasm of his upper-class supporters. Better that the nation speak with a single voice.
By mid-1867, El Semanario discarded all pretense of even-handed journalism. Talavera continued to report from the front, but even his most mundane letters employed the officially-sanctioned exaggerations. Did this indicate the slavish mentality that Allied commentators always denounced? The truth was rather more complex. The authors at El Semanario were all educated men adept at transforming the Marshal's insecurities into tales of military prowess. While few readers in Asunción ever believed these tales, still they recognized them as useful indicators for what was and what was not permissible speculation. In this way, the outrageous claims of the newspaper helped contain the threat of internal dissention -whether or not such a threat ever existed.
In Paraguay's other wartime newspapers, propaganda served a different purpose. Here the people were encouraged to fight the good fight. The enemy remained the enemy and the cause remained the cause in a vision of moral clarity offered as weekly fare. It presented the struggle as a simple case of good versus evil in which every deep-seated fear about outsiders could find legitimacy. And whether the text took the form of biting caricatures, ribald poetry, or thoughtful accounts of individual heroism, still the press needed to defend Paraguay. As Anderson notes, patriotism and racism can combine into a single phenomenon shaped in language and history. 25 And in Paraguay, that history had always taken an indigenous form, if not an indigenous character.
El Centinela, which first appeared in Asunción in late April 1867, set the stage. Composed mostly in Spanish, with only an occasional piece in Guaraní, it nonetheless paid effusive tribute to that language and to the country's Indian past. Noting, for instance, that the Allies had mockingly called the Paraguayan communities "collections of wigwams" (tolderías), journalists at El Centinela reserved for themselves the last laugh:
"Wigwams! Over the course of two years these wigwams have given the enemy mortal blows, and not only on one occasion, but on hundreds. These camps have left the Empire vacillating and its top officials in a state of desperation, begging for peace, because they have seen the impossibility of setting fire to the wigwams of López."
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As for paying tribute to the national tongue, in a short piece ironically written in Spanish, the newspaper asserted a just comparison with the speech of the Incas:
"Yes! We speak in our language. We don't fly from it like a crow. Nor do we take the feathers of other birds to adorn ourselves, scorning that which is our own. We sing in Guaraní of our triumphs and our glories, just as in olden times the descendants of Lambaré and Ñanduazubi Rubichá sang of their resolute bravery. In El Centinela can be found the wisdom and verve of Guaraní literature, the fountain of passionate love for the fatherland, communicated by means of the electric current [that is our] national language, and which has contributed so powerfully to the fame of the Paraguayan soldier."
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That the author of these remarks should use an ultramodern metaphorelectricity -to highlight a time-honored virtue -patriotism -indicates the curious bilingual, perhaps bicultural, status with which the country had long been associated and which Paraguayan writers themselves often found baffling. Should Paraguay, even during war, edge itself forward into a future associated with Europe and the modern age, or should it fall back on its traditional strengths and impulses? Or should it do both, as an improbable account on the transmigration of the soul might seem to imply? 28 Aside from fomenting a sense of common purpose among both the troops and the civilian population, El Centinela spared no effort in heaping contempt on the enemy. Some of its "jocular" articles and ditties (coplas) used customary themes, such as the ineptitude and baseness of the Brazilians, and the avarice and effeminacy of Mitre and his Argentine associates. 26 El Centinela (Asunción), 25 Apr. 1867. 27 El Centinela (Asunción), 16 May 1867; Guaraní-language poetry occurred with some regularity in this newspaper, with one interesting example entitled "Poesia nacional", appearing in late June 1867, and predictably attacking the "monkeys" and offering adulation for the Marshal and the retã. See El Centinela (Asunción), 27 June 1867. Spanish-language poetry, which offered similar invective against the Allies, occurred with somewhat greater frequency in the newspaper. See "Cielito": El Centinela (Asunción), 20 June 1867; "Himno al Ser Supremo": El Centinela (Asunción), 8 Aug. 1867; "La Virgen de la Asunción, patrona de la república": El Centinela (Asunción), 15 Aug. 1867; and "Carta de un soldado argentino a su muger": El Centinela (Asunción), 24 Oct. 1867.
28 "La metempsicosis": El Centinela (Asunción), 12 Sept. 1867.
Most of these pieces offered repetitive slurs that only occasionally rose above racist name-calling. But the more imaginative pieces discovered ways to belittle the Allies, such as in an ongoing series of picaresque "letters" between a fictional Paraguayan soldier, Mateo Matamoros, who usually wrote in Spanish; his brother Matías, who responded in the same language; his wife Miguela, and a childhood friend, Rosa, who offered vinegary punch-lines in Guaraní; and an imaginary correspondent with the Allied forces, who wrote in flustered and sloppy Spanish of being hoodwinked at every turn by Mateo's comrades-in-arms.
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Folklore and Satire
The Paraguayan authorities published one newspaper devoted almost entirely to satire and which the British explorer Sir Richard Burton likened to Punch or Charivari. 30 Established in May 1867 at Paso Pucú, it had the advantage of being produced within ear-shot of the fighting, and generally reflected the humour of the average soldier far better than El Centinela, which appeared in Asunción and arrived at Humaitá only after having taken a long passage downstream.
31 Talavera and Centurión edited this new publication, for which they chose an apposite title, Cabichuí, meaning "wasp" in Guaraní, and the illustrated masthead of this newspaper incorporated a swarm of the insects mercilessly assailing a single blackened figure, retrograde and shirtless, obviously meant to represent the Brazilian "savages". Cabichuí was composed mainly in Spanish, though like El Centinela, it occasionally provided insulting doggerel in Guaraní, together with a weekly almanac, and short articles, all of a predictable character. 32 The authors of these pieces took as pseudonyms the names of various biting insects -Cabú, Cabytá, Mamangá, and Cabaaguará. 29 Where Cabichuí outdid all the other Paraguayan newspapers of the era was in its woodblock caricatures that decorated every issue. The artists who carved them had previously drawn the plans for the National Theater in the late 1850s. 33 In Cabichuí, they displayed great inventiveness in picking out the physical peculiarities of enemy officers and melding these onto animal figures adapted from traditional folklore.
No important figure on the Allied side was spared a laughable representation. The Uruguayan Flores was shown as a jackass; Mitre as a baying dog; his lieutenant Gelly y Obes as a sheep ("Gelli-oveja" from a play on words); the Brazilian general Porto Alegre appeared as a water hog (carpincho) trying to escape the heat of the war by hiding in the swamp-water; and a be-medaled Brazilian admiral Ignácio played the part of a marine cavalryman, riding upon a caiman, and moving ponderously to a meeting with his illustrious commander, the Marquis of Caxias, an "ugly, thick-lipped, corpulent Negro" perched atop the slowest tortoise in South America. 34 The effect was Rabelaisian. It provoked not contemplation, but laughter, which is what the men in the trenches wanted more than anything else.
Hindus have long considered monkeys, like Rama's ally Hanuman, to be the epitome of resourcefulness and loyalty, altogether indispensible to the gods in their constant struggle against arrogance. In traditional Paraguay, the monkey more commonly represented the buffoon. In that guise, the animal made his way into the pages of El Centinela and Cabichuí, where he stood in for the Brazilians who did foolish things without common sense and who continued to launch pointless attacks against Paraguay.
The artists and writers at the newspapers reserved their sharpest knives, however, for the Brazilian monarch Dom Pedro II and the imperial family, whose obstinacy the Paraguayans rightly blamed for the continuing bloodshed. They portrayed the Emperor by turns as an evil puppet-master, as the principal ingredient in a stew pot, and as king of the bullfrogs. 35 In the 30 September 1867 issue, they showed him at Since the Marshal took an active interest in the editing of this journal, some of its nastier barbs surely reflected his desire to "pay off in kind" the satirists of the Carioca press. 37
Yet there was also a more familiar and a more ruthless logic behind the idiosyncratic caricatures. The degrading of the Brazilians contributed to the psychological distancing that facilitated the close-quarter killing of other human beings. The more bestial one considers the enemy to be, the easier it is to cut him down. Besides, while the written text often seemed arcane to the average soldier, the images had a folkloric symbolism that harkened back to a recognizably-mythic past. The frog, the carpincho, and the Muscovy duck all played roles in the theater of Paraguayan experience and were easily recast as heroes, villains, or fools. Only Marshal López and his closest associates retained a recognizably human shape in Cabichuí's images, though these were idealized in all cases into allegorical forms.
Portraying the enemy soldiers -officers and men alike -as beasts thus revealed several objectives. While the narrow meaning of every folkloric nuance eludes modern scholarship, Cabichuí and El Centinela clearly never intended to compliment Allied sensibilities. Neither the woodcut images nor the text should be read as unadulterated invective, for in painting the enemy as savages or slaves, the writers also needed to paint the Paraguayans as civilized and free. Hence, for every account of Allied idiocy or evil intent, another account extolled the national virtues.
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36 Cabichuí (Paso Pucú), 30 Sept. 1867. 37 López had shown great irritation with the satirists employed by the Brazilian and Argentine press even before the war began and routinely instructed his agents in foreign capitals to learn as much as possible about these "detractors", presumably to give them some of their own medicine (or perhaps to discover the Paraguayan "traitors" who had given them so much useful material). See, for example, José Berges to Félix Egusquiza, Asunción, 6 Oct. 1864, in ANA -Colección Rio Branco I-22, 12, 1, no. 168. The Allied leaders could generally endorse the idea that a society can tolerate the lampooning of important politicians, not excluding the head of state, but it never occurred to the Marshal that unfavorable depictions of him were anything but intentional attacks on his character; to his mind, if his image was presented in insulting caricature in any Brazilian newspaper or review, then the Emperor must have put it there, and the same was true for Mitre and the Argentine satirical magazines (that Mitre was himself ridiculed in these publications was never accorded any importance). 38 Luc Capdevila has explored the Paraguayan press's use of opposed absolutes (black versus white, good versus bad, monarchy versus republic) in his "O gênero da nação nas gravuras. Cabichuí e El Centinela, 1867-1868": ArtCultura 9 (Uberlândia 2007), p. 55-69. One could argue that such uncompromising portrayals of the "Other" weaken rather than bolster the effectiveness of the propaganda, for in depicting the Devil as purely evil, writers run the risk of converting him into a tantalizing figure (as any reading of Faust or Paradise Lost illustrates).
The Symbolic Role of Women
Many tales concerned women. The various paeans to the "fair sex of Paraguay" for having donated their jewelry for the defense of the fatherland were especially noteworthy. 39 Then there were the more overtly political evocations, which on the one hand eulogized la paraguaya as the "woman of Calvary, the heroine of the nineteenth century" while also noting the progress achieved under the "illustrious Marshal López, who [had] given women the honorable role that they deserve, restoring to them their sacred rights, which even in Europe they lack." 40 The most intriguing references to women came in the reporting of specific incidents. One particularly apt tale was that of Francisca Cabrera, the mother of four children, who took to the forests to resist the passionate lust of the Brazilians. Seeing the hopelessness of her situation, she passed a kitchen knife to her eldest child and told him to defend the others against the kambaés. Thus, the article observes, "we have another of so many proofs of the barbarous intent of an enemy without God or conscience who now profanes the soil of the fatherland." 41 The lesson was obvious: the people must continue to resist the enemy, from mother to eldest son, from eldest to youngest, and so on.
Aside from Francisca Cabrera, the most famous journalistic account concerning Paraguayan women involved the oft-repeated tale of the women of the village of Areguá, who volunteered to serve under arms in mid-1867. Officials made much of this proposal, and writers composed patriotic songs to celebrate the brave Areguanas who had demonstrated their patriotism through this offer. 42 Marshal López thought enough of the proposition to decline it formally and repeatedly rejected similar expressions of support 42 See, for example, the woodcut entitled "Las hijas de la Patria, pidiendo armas para esgrimirlas contra el impio y cobarde invasor": Cabichuí (Paso Pucú), 9 Dec. 1867. from the women of other villages. 43 From this time onward, however, rumors of a "women's battalion" serving in the Paraguayan army arose in the Allied camps and eventually reached newspapers in Europe and the United States. 44 There was little or nothing to these stories in fact, but such reports had considerable symbolic value. They could inspire even greater sacrifices from the Paraguayan men, who could now affirm that their countrywomen were 43 See, for example, Gaspar López to José Berges, Areguá, 24 Dec. 1867 in ANA-CRB I-30, 9, 107; "Lista nominal de las hijas de la Población de San Pedro que se han presentado espontáneamente a pedir que sean enrolladas para empuñar las armas en defensa de la sagrada causa de la Patria" in ANA-NE 3231, and "Sublimes rasgos de virtud," (regarding women volunteers from the village of Lambaré) in El Semanario (Asunción), 16 Nov. 1867. See also El Semanario (Asunción), 25 Nov. 1867 (regarding women volunteers from Ybytymi), and Efraím Cardozo, Hace cien años (Asunción 1971 (Asunción -1982 , IV, p. 157; V, p. 315-17; VII, p. 287f., 333f., 383-385; VIII, p. 14-15, 65f., 76f. Barbara Ganson regards these offers, and the songs and illustrations they inspired, as proof of "women's patriotic, propagandistic, sentimental, and racial feelings", but there is no particular reason to consider them as anything other than role-playing. 
A Direct Appeal to the Country People
Newspapers also recorded ornate references to an idealized Paraguay -not the torn and bitter country of 1867, in which the common people lived and just barely survived, but instead a land without evil (yby marana'é), populated with resolute heroes, revered sages, and virtuous ladies, all linked within a single community. It was a country village writ large -and defended by a national redeemer, Marshal Francisco Solano López, whose chiseled image grew ever larger.
This particular appeal to unity and steadfastness appeared many times in Cacique Lambaré, the fourth of Paraguay's wartime newspapers and the only one printed entirely on the local Caraguatá paper. Appearing first in Asunción in July 1867, this "talking paper [whose truthful words] resound from the heights of the great mountain" continued for over a year to promote the Marshal's cause using the Guaraní language to evoke a community spirit unmistakable in its rusticity, passion, and directness. 46 The government had previously regarded Guaraní as a simplistic vernacular, too coarse for genteel company, and too straightforward to capture those modern nuances that required Spanish terminology and receptivity to abstractions. The constitution of 1844 contained not a single word of Guaraní. Nor did the legal code. The special demands of the war, however, changed official thinking. 45 "La muger paraguaya": Cabichuí (San Fernando), 22 June 1868; by this time, a "Song to Honour the Women of Areguá", written by the Bolivian Tristán Roca, had become one of the Paraguayan Army's best-known marching songs. See Olinda Massare de Kostianovsky, "La mujer en la historia del Paraguay. Su contribución a la epopeya de 1864/70": Historia Paraguaya 12 (Asunción 1967-1968), p. 215-218. 46 Many Paraguayans believe that Cacique Lambaré, whose title was shortened to Lambaré by its fourth number (5 Sept. 1867), lasted for only thirteen numbers, giving up the ghost after moving with the army to Luque in late February 1868. But the Biblioteca Nacional in Rio de Janeiro has in its collection a fourteenth number (Luque, 16 March 1868), and a catalogue taken from a private holding of Brazilian documents records a single sheet, of a twenty-third number (Luque, 15 Sept. 1868); see Plínio Ayrosa, Apontamentos para a Bibliografia da Lingua Tupí-Guaraní (São Paulo 1943), p. 145 (no. 286). All the intervening numbers appear to have been lost; the Museo Mitre in Buenos Aires once possessed a near-complete run of this unusual publication, but it disappeared from the museum's collection many decades ago. El Centinela continued to publish through mid-1868, and is mentioned as still being active in the 15 June 1868 issue of Cabichuí (San Fernando).
After considerable reflection, it occurred to Marshal López that the written word had a near-sacred status for most peasants, whose only contact with writing in normal times came from within the church. This same awe, he realized, could be transformed into an instrument of national resistance in which the directness of the Guarani language offered an advantage. Besides, with its many rich allusions to the natural environment, and its almost musical evocation of the onomatopaeic, the language seemed especially fit to poke fun at the enemy and encourage still greater efforts from Paraguayans.
All this López understood when he gave orders to Luis Caminos, Carlos Riveros, Andrés Maciel, and Colonel Centurión -all men educated with Bermejo or in Europe -to form a commission in May 1867 to regularize the orthography of Guaraní. The Marshal had in mind using their findings to establish a powerful propaganda vehicle in the national language. Cabichuí had already shown how this could be done in its doggerel and woodcut images of Allied leaders. With the help of the commission, Cacique Lambaré went further by enlisting new concepts and vocabulary. In its pages, semi-erudite references to Pascal shared space with homespun aphorisms, religious fables, and dance announcements. This mixed content responded to a desire on the part of peasant soldiers for anecdotes that reflected the home community. Officers would read these tales aloud to the men in the trenches, who invariably spread the stories to those not present. 48 At the same time, the editors -who were frequently clerics -also adopted a homiletic tone similar to that used during mass. Above all, throughout the text, they had to spread the official message: that to sacrifice oneself for the fatherland was a great honor that should unite Paraguayans. 47 The Pascal reference in Cacique Lambaré (Asunción), 8 Aug. 1867, would appear to misquote Pensées no. 858 ("There is a pleasure in being in a ship beaten about by a storm when we are sure that it will not founder; the persecutions that harass the Church are of this nature"), making the French sage say that if we trust in the ship, no winds can dissuade us from sailing aboard her -thus twisting his words to argue for uninterrupted loyalty to Marshal López. The author of this piece was almost certainly Francisco Solano Espinosa, a Catholic priest. 48 The public reading of state gazettes had been a part of regular practice since before the war; we have, for example, the testimony of Wenceslao Robles, later Paraguayan commander in Corrientes, who reported to López on 25 Oct. 1864, that El Semanario's articles had been read to the men at Cerro León. See ANA-NE 748. The 8 Aug. 1867 of Cabichuí actually boasted a woodblock depiction of such an event, wherein a non-commissioned officer reads aloud from the newspaper to a group of barefooted soldiers seated upon a bench; the latter, who can barely contain their laughter at the many jokes, responded to the command to listen carefully with a loud "we hear you!", followed ultimately by patriotic singing and promises to protect the Paraguayan women from the invaders.
In retrospect, this approach was pernicious as well as multifaceted. By the deliberate use of superlatives and violent adjectives along with euphemisms to cloak realities, by the repetitive stereotyping of the enemy, and by a partiality for the emotive over the analytic, Cacique Lambaré twisted the traditional language to enhance popular resistance to the Allies. 49 In this sense, the public reading of state newspapers took the form of political indoctrination. Such an approach is common in propaganda, of course, but it is far from clear that the written Guaraní of the war really resembled the language as it was spoken before 1864.
The patriotism that Cacique Lambaré sought to construct emphasized Paraguay's Indian roots, though in a somewhat paradoxical fashion. On the one hand, the genuinely "indigenous" natives of the country -the Mbayá, the Payaguá, and the Guaicurú of the Gran Chaco -were denied membership in the Paraguayan nation because they had "contributed nothing" to its defense. The Guaraní-speakers, by contrast, had protected the "bicultural" Catholic society even during colonial times and now assured its survival in the face of Allied imperialism. Previously, the white-skinned Creoles had hispanized the Indians, sculpting them into modern men and women. Now, Chief Lambaré, acting as an Indian Siegfried, was teaching the Spanishspeakers what it was like to be a loyal Paraguayan. His words to soldiers and civilians -all rendered in Guaraní -were typically direct and emphatic. He spoke first in prose, declaring: "I am an Indian, there's no reason for me to feign refinement. Nor does my language need to be soft, for I come in search of nothing more than to kill the darkies and shoot my arrows into their ribs. For this reason have I brought many arrows that I sharpened at the base of the mountain over three long centuries [...] Let no one fret over my skinny frame, for to serve our Nation we need nothing of softness [about us]. Thus will we fight the enemy on every side, driving him backward into his own shit." 49 This same phenomenon, which is more commonly associated with language practices in modern totalitarian states, has been analyzed for Nazi Germany by Victor Klemperer in Lingua Tertii Imperii. Notizbuch eines Philologen (Leipzig 1975), passim. In a personal communication of 23 Dec. 1998, Prof. Wolf Lustig of the University of Mainz cautioned against relying too much on the Klemperer analysis, for while the Nazis intentionally distorted the German language in order to change the thinking of the people, the writers in Cacique Lambaré used Guaraní in a more natural form, and avoided neologisms; indeed, what Klemperer argues may have more relevance for the Spanish-language press in Paraguay (although one might also note that both the writers of Cacique Lambaré and the cronies of Doktor Goebbels did use -and abuse -a pseudo-religious symbolism to give their message a certain transcendence in the eyes of their countrymen).
And then in verse:
[It is] thanks to our greatness that the stinking darkies take to their heels. No sooner do they touch our soil Then, one and all, they perish in the muck. Such vulgar evocations represent some of the most elaborated propaganda to appear during the war. The Cacique argues that the negative results of the Spanish Conquest some three hundred years earlier can be expunged by destroying the would-be conquerors in the new era. The nation would return to its "natural" Christian purity wherein all Paraguayans would find peace and tranquility. 51 Killing the Brazilians and their lackeys would thus wipe the slate clean so that a virtuous Paraguay could arise.
This violent appeal contrasted strikingly with the political message produced in Allied newspapers during the same years. There is, of course, a qualitative difference in the two approaches. While the Argentine Mosquito and the Brazilian Semana Ilustrada invariably depicted López as the source of the 50 Cacique Lambaré (Asunción), 24 July 1867. See also Wolf Lustig, "Die Auferstehung des Cacique Lambaré. Zu Konstruktion der guarani-paraguayischen Identität während der Guerra de la Triple Alianza", paper presented before the Colloquium "Selbstvergewisserung am Anderen oder der fremde Blick auf der Eigene", Mainz, 18 Sept. 1999, available at: http://romsem3.romanistik.uni-mainz.de/html/GUARANI/cacique/cacique.htm. It should also be pointed out that Paraguay is hardly alone in posthumously elevating Indian leaders to the status of national heroes -Honduras has its Lempira, Peru its Huáscar, Ecuador its Atahualpa, and Mexico its Cuauhtémoc. 51 The conflation of faith and nationalism is apparent, for instance, in the anonymous "Tory, Tory, Tory" [Jubilation]: Cacique Lambaré (Asunción), 22 Aug. 1867, and in "Paraguai ha'e Mariscal López Gloria": Lambaré (Luque), 15 Sept. 1868, which quotes Saint Paul. political dilemma in the Plata and portrayed his people as unhappy dupes, the Paraguayan newspapers portrayed the Brazilians as a people born to slavery. Their attack against the Allies was not, therefore, limited to the enemy leaders alone. The Brazilians, they argued, were ignoble even in the womb.
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It is easy to see the injustice in this portrayal. There were, after all, Blacks who served in the Marshal's army who were just as Paraguayan as their neighbors. But in propaganda contradictions get short shrift, and the Paraguayan position, for all of its bloodthirstiness, at least presented an unwavering message. By contrast, the view propagated by the Allies had an unmistakably hypocritical side. The Allies considered the Paraguayans a dangerous race that had to be "civilized". As early as August 1865, the Carioca newspaper Paraguai Ilustrado was depicting each Paraguayan soldier "as a rarity deserving of a place in the zoo."
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The various canards and insults directed at the enemy in Paraguay's wartime journalism originated not in the press, but in the folklore of the common, mostly illiterate society. It would be helpful if we could draw a straight line between the exhortations of the press and the actions of both soldiers and civilians in the field. We can only offer indirect evidence, however, to test the impact of the one on the other. We can cite the strange case of a group of peasant women who in 1869 reacted with shock upon first seeing Brazilian soldiers, exclaiming, "but the monkeys have no tails!" -clearly a reference to fables in Cabichuí and Lambaré. 54 Whether this one incident merits more than passing attention is arguable, but if nothing else, it demonstrates that the evocative warnings about the kambáes had sunk relatively deep roots among the country people.
Conclusions
We can argue with some degree of certainty that while the "national imagination" highlighted by Benedict Anderson was clearly present in the war- 52 Michael Huner has pointed out that in the Paraguayan press the pejorative term kambá, meaning "darkie", was frequently coupled with rembiguai, meaning "servant" or "slave." This suggests that the really objectionable aspect of the Brazilian soldiers was not their race, but their servile character. See Huner, "Cantando la república" (note 41), p. 121. The fourth issue of Lambaré (Asunción), 5 Sept. 1867, explained this contempt in clear terms: "Brazil respects no law other than the law of slavery, which even the most ignorant person can recognize as unnatural; feeling unsatisfied with those multitudes that they have already enslaved, the Brazilians now wish to dominate all of America [. time newspapers, it proved a stillborn business. Any effort to whip up national hatred must be judged successful if it results in better morale. But did the national elements that the press so creatively emphasized promote a broader nationalism that outlived the killing? If it had, one would think that a Guaraní literature of great depth and prevalence would have developed in the wake of the conflict and that the Paraguayan peasantry would have been more thoroughly integrated into postwar society. This did not happen, at least not for quite some time. 55 Indeed, while Paraguay's final wartime newspaper, Estrella (edited in Piribebui in 1869) might have repeated the same stale slogans as its predecessors, it did so exclusively in Spanish, for the experiment with Guaraní seems to have run its course. 56 By that time, the war had nearly reached its conclusion and the villainy of the enemy no longer required any illustration for the campesinos. The Brazilians, once seen as distant monsters, were now infiltrating the country, and it was consequently hard to strip from them their human qualities. Instead of monkeys, they now appeared among the country people as triumphant paladins, cheerfully tearing the pages of Estrella's last edition to make cigarette papers.
Humaitá had fallen in 1868 and Asunción one year later and still the Paraguayans fought on. Along the way, they occasionally turned their bayonets on each other. Meanwhile, starvation and cholera hit nearly every community in the country, leaving some 230,000 Paraguayans dead before Marshal Lόpez, sword in his hand, made of himself the "ultimate sacrifice" in Cerro Corã in March 1870.
The propaganda that helped sustain his cause outlived him, but it took on a different form when later nationalists wished to repel Bolivian pretensions in the Gran Chaco region. Indeed, by the 1920s, skilled polemicists transformed the martyred leader into a "maximum hero" and his war into an epic, an epopeya worthy of celebration. Future generations of Paraguayans accepted it as appropriate that their identity should be defined by their forefathers' sacrifices during the Triple Alliance War. It is noteworthy, however, that while the nationalist screeds produced in the twentieth century by Manuel Domínguez, Juan O'Leary, and others highlighted the determination and heroism of Paraguay's military leader, they generally omitted references to the country people and ignored the folklore that had given the earlier writings their pithy quality.
The new nationalism, which proved so malleable as to make it easy to conflate the martyred López with the "beneficent" dictator Alfredo Stroessner, inevitably found its expression in Spanish. 57 Although Guaraní continued as the "language of the heart" for 92 per cent of the population, no one in charge thought it proper to address the masses in that tongue except in the most fleeting ways. 58 During the struggle against the Triple Alliance, the Paraguayan state deemed it just and necessary to call upon the people to forge a popular nationalism expressed in Guaraní. Afterwards, in peacetime, the language was condemned as something retrograde; sociallymobile parents urged their children not to learn it.
The modern nationalism that used Spanish to praise the sacrifices of Marshal López and his foot-soldiers was in many ways just as hollow as that which came before. To paraphrase Gibbon, so long as mankind continues to bestow more lavish praise on its destroyers than on its benefactors, the thirst of military glory will ever present itself as the natural vice of presidents and kings. And so long as responsible people collude in that vice, they shall remain fettered to the worst variations of hubris. In this respect, Paraguayan journalists of the 1860s did their country no favor, for, while they helped refine "Guaraní" nationalism into a sentiment that all citizens could support, they also made dying for the Marshal seem sweet and dignified. To them, it was evidently preferable that their countrymen die for Paraguay than to live for it. 
